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DOMETIC DISTRIBUTION
BOX FJ ADB ELECTRICAL

        

   

Product price:  

187,70 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB ELECTRICAL 

DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB: Your ally for a perfect climate in your motorhome
Turn your motorhome into an oasis of climatic comfort with the DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB,
the air distribution unit that will revolutionise the way you travel.

Fresh, uniform air in every corner:
Quiet efficiency: The DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB distributes air quietly and efficiently in two
directions, front and rear, ensuring an even temperature throughout the motorhome.
Optimised air flow: The low-profile design with powerful front and rear air flow ensures instant
comfort in every season.
Precise control at your fingertips: Easily adjust the temperature and fan speed with the built-in
display.

Clean, healthy air thanks to CleanAir technology:

Breathe pure air: The DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB integrates CleanAir technology,
eliminating bacteria, odours and allergens for healthy air throughout your motorhome.

Smart comfort with the Dometic Climate App (optional):

Remote control: Manage your motorhome's climate directly from your smartphone with the
Dometic Climate App.
Real-time monitoring: Monitor temperature, humidity and energy consumption for optimised
comfort.
Custom programming: Create customised programmes to automatically switch the air conditioner
on and off according to your needs.

DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB A touch of soft, relaxing light:
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Mood lighting: Integrated white LEDs create a soft, relaxing light,
perfect for creating a cosy atmosphere in the evening or for reading a book.

Practical and durable:

Reusable dust filter: Easy to remove and wash to ensure optimal performance over time.

DOMETIC Stylish and modern design:

Flat profile: The DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB blends perfectly into the interior of the
motorhome,
giving it a touch of sophistication.
Available in different finishes: Choose the finish that best suits your style.
Don't settle for a simple air conditioner,
choose the DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB and enjoy an unrivalled comfort experience in your
motorhome.
An investment in your well-being: The DOMETIC DIFFUSER FJX ADB is a high-quality product
that will guarantee you years of comfort
and well-being during your motorhome trips.

Technical characteristics DOMETIC FJX ADB DIFFUSER:

Width: 579 mm
Depth: 518 mm
Height: 48 mm
Weight: 3.9 kg

If you are looking for a Dometic diffuser with different features, click HERE.

The image is purely indicative.

  

Product features:  

Length (mm): 579
Width (mm): 518
Height (mm): 48
Product type: air distribution
Weight (Kg): 3.9
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